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Abstract 
McMillan has shown that every irreducible, contractible, open 3-manifold is the monotone union 
of handlebodies (only 0- and l-handles) and that there are uncountably many such manifolds. Work 
by Myers and Wright shows that no irreducible, contractible, open 3-manifold different from I@ 
can nontrivially cover any 3-manifold when the handlebodies all have genus one or have bounded 
genus. We describe a family of irreducible, contractible, open 3-manifolds that we call composite 
Whitehead manifolds. These manifolds have the property that when written as the monotone union 
of handlebodies, the handlebodies must have unbounded genus. We show that there are uncountably 
many composite Whitehead manifolds that nontrivially cover open 3-manifolds but do not cover 
a compact 3-manifold. We also show that there exist uncountably many composite Whitehead 
manifolds which cannot nontrivially cover any 3-manifold. It is a famous unsolved problem if any 
irreducible, contractible, open 3-manifold different from R’ can cover a compact 3-manifold. It is 
unlikely that any composite Whitehead manifold covers a compact manifold, but our techniques 
are not strong enough to answer this question. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: 3-manifold; Open 3-manifold; Contractible 3-manifold; Irreducible; Covering space; 
Whitehead manifold 
Ah4S classijkation: 57MlO; 57M60 
1. Introduction 
Unlike the case in higher dimensions [4], there are no known examples of contractible 
open 3-manifolds different from lR3 which cover a compact 3-manifold. In fact, the 
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classical contractible 3-manifolds, the Whitehead manifold and related manifolds that 
are nice at in&&y, are known to not cover any manifolds other than themselves by a 
trivial covering projection [ 13,181. The famous unsolved Covering Conjecture asserts that 
the universal covering space of a closed irreducible 3-manifold with infinite fundamental 
group is lR3 [7,1,9]. 
In this paper we investigate certain interesting irreducible, contractible, open 3-man- 
ifolds that we call composite Whitehead manifolds. McMillan has shown [lo] that all 
irreducible, contractible, open 3-manifolds are the monotone union of handlebodies (only 
0- and l-handles). The classical contractible non-Euclidean open 3-manifolds [ 19,1 l] are 
the monotone union of handlebodies of bounded genus. By [13] for genus 1 and [18] 
for bounded genus, the classical contractible open 3-manifolds cannot nontrivially cover 
any manifold. The composite Whitehead manifolds are not the monotone union of han- 
dlebodies of bounded genus. Unlike the classical contractible manifolds, many of these 
composite Whitehead manifolds are nontrivial covering spaces of open 3-manifolds. We 
show the existence of many composite Whitehead manifolds that do not cover a compact 
3-manifold and yet nontrivially cover open 3-manifolds. In fact, it is unlikely that any 
of these manifolds cover a compact 3-manifold, but our methods are not strong enough 
to demonstrate this. Robert Myers [14] has given specific examples of open contractible 
3-manifolds that nontrivially cover an open 3-manifold but do not cover a compact man- 
ifold. We also construct a collection of composite Whitehead manifolds which cannot 
cover any manifold except themselves by a trivial covering projection. 
By nice at infinity we mean that the 3-manifold is eventually end irreducible as de- 
scribed in [l] or [2]. Equivalently, we mean that the 3-manifold is eventually ~1 Gnjective 
at infkzity as described in [ 181. A definition of eventually TTI -injective at in$nity is given 
in Section 2. 
2. Definitions and notation 
We use IP to denote Euclidean n-space. We use Bn and S”-’ to denote the unit ball 
and the unit sphere in Iw”. All spaces and embeddings will be piecewise-linear. A solid 
torus is a space homeomorphic to B2 x S’, an n-ball is a space homeomorphic to Bn. 
If M is a manifold, we let Bd M and Int A4 denote the boundary and interior of M, 
respectively. An open manifold is without boundary and noncompact. A closed manifold 
is without boundary and compact. A 3-manifold is said to be irreducible if every 2-sphere 
bounds a 3-ball. A proper embedding is an embedding where the inverse of a compact 
set is compact. A proper ray and a properly-embedded plane are simply a ray and a 
plane, respectively, embedded in some larger space by a proper embedding. 
If A4 is an open n-manifold, then there exists a manifold z so that Int A4 is home- 
omorphic with M and Bd%? is homeomorphic with Iw”-’ This fact can be seen by 
taking a proper ray R to infinity in M and deleting a regular neighborhood N of R. The 
manifold M is homeomorphic to A4 - N and the closure of M - N is a manifold with 
boundary homeomorphic to R”-‘. 
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Definition 2.1. Let Mi , Mz, . . . , Mk be open manifolds of dimension n (n 3 2). An end 
sum MI # Mz#. . . # Mk of MI, Mz, . ., Mk is obtained by taking disjoint manifolds 
with boundary xi, M2, . ., %, as described above and a disjoint n-manifold u so that 
Int U = U is homeomorphic to IWn and BdU has k components each homeomorphic 
to Ps” ~ ’ An end sum MI # Ml #. . . # hfl, is formed by identifying Bd(%i U %, U . 
U xk.) with BdU by a homeomorphism. 
We think of the Mi and U as subsets of the end sum. The closure of Mi is %, and the 
closure of U is ??. We call U the connecting ball for the end sum MI # Mz # . # ibfk. 
The terminology end sum is due to Robert Myers although he uses it in a slightly 
different way. There is no claim about the uniqueness of an end sum. We may also form 
the countably infinite end sum of open manifolds in the exact same way. 
Definition 2.2. A genus one Whitehead manifold [19] is a 3-manifold that is the mono- 
tone union of solid tori Ti so that T; c Int Ti+ 1, T, is contractible in Ti+ 1, but Ti does 
not lie in a ball contained in T,+I. 
It is a well-known that T, does not lie in a ball in the Whitehead manifold. McMillan 
has made an extensive study of genus one Whitehead manifolds [ 111. He has shown the 
existence of uncountably many different such manifolds. The key ingredient in McMil- 
Ian’s proof is a lemma of Schubert [16]. We first state a definition and then Schubert’s 
lemma. 
Definition 2.3. If Tl and T2 are solid tori with T, c T2, the geometric index of T, in T2 
is the minimal number of points of intersection of a centerline of Tl with a meridianal 
disk of T2. 
See [ 111 or [ 161 for more details. 
Lemma 2.4 (Schubert). Let Tl c T2 c T3 be solid tori so that the geometric index of 
TI in T2 is p and the geometric index of T2 in T3 is q. Then the geometric index of T, 
in T? is pq. 
Definition 2.5. A topological space X is said to be eventually TI-injective at infinity if 
there is a fixed compact set K of X so that for every compact set A of X containing K, 
there is a compact set B of X containing A, so that loops in X - B which are inessential 
in X - K are also inessential in X - A. We call the set K a core of X. 
Informally, we think of this property as stating that loops close to infinity which are 
inessential missing the core are inessential close to infinity. This condition is really a very 
mild condition which is satisfied by all the classical contractible manifolds including 
the genus one Whitehead manifolds for which any solid torus in a defining sequence 
serves as a core. In [18] a simple lemma, called the Ratchet lemma, was established 
that proved to be crucial in showing that certain contractible open n-manifolds, 72 > 3, 
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that nontrivially cover a manifold must be simply connected at infinity. Recall that a 
contractible n-manifold that is simply connected at infinity must be homeomorphic to 
Iw” if n 3 4 [17,6]. For 72 = 3, this is also the case if we assume the Poincare conjecture 
or simply restrict our attention to irreducible manifolds. We state the Ratchet lemma for 
future reference. Later we will prove a special version of this lemma. 
Lemma 2.6 (Ratchet lemma). Let h : W + W be a homeomorphism of a space that is 
eventually ~1 -injective at inJnity. If K is a core of W, then there is a compact set L in 
W so that a loop y in W - IJ,“=_, hi(L) is inessential in W - K if and only if y is 
inessential in W - hi(K) for each i. 
3. Some interesting contractible 3-manifolds 
In this paper we study a class of contractible manifolds that we call composite White- 
head manifolds. A composite Whitehead manifold is an infinite end sum of genus one 
Whitehead manifolds. 
Let W = Wl#W2#... be a composite Whitehead manifold, U denote the connecting 
ball of W, and Pi be the plane wi - Wi. We know that the Whitehead manifold Wi 
is the union of nested solid tori Tik. We assume also that the infinite end sum has 
been chosen SO that Wi is the union of nested eyebolts Ti,. The eyebolt Tik is simply 
Tik plus a solid tube (3-ball) that runs from BdTik to Pi and intersects each of these 
in a disk. We will always assume that composite Whitehead manifolds satisfy these 
nice conditions. It is clear that composite Whitehead manifolds are contractible and 
irreducible; however, unlike Whitehead manifolds, composite Whitehead manifolds are 
not eventually ~1 -injective at infinity. 
We devote this section to studying the effect of a homeomorphism on the very nice 
structure of composite Whitehead manifolds described above. In particular, if h : W + 
W’ is a homeomorphism of composite Whitehead manifolds, we determine up to isotopy 
the image under h of any core of any Wi. Ultimately, we will show that for any core K 
of Wi, h(K) can be isotoped into a Wi where j depends only on i (not on K). Moreover, 
the induced map i -+ j is a permutation of the positive integers. 
The first step is to establish criteria which determine whether a given compact subset 
of a composite Whitehead manifold lies inside a ball in that manifold. The property 
described in the next definition is the key to necessary and sufficient conditions ultimately 
given in Lemma 3.6. 
Definition 3.1. Let V be an open subset of a manifold M and X be a compact subset 
of M. We say that X is 7rl-trivial at infinity in V if for each compact set A of M there 
is a bigger compact set B of M so that loops in V - B are inessential in M - X. 
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a manifold and V be an open subset of M. if XI and X2 are 
compact subsets of M so that there is an ambient isotopy taking X1 to X2, then X1 is 
rl -trivial at infinity in V if and only if X2 is ~1 -trivial at infinity in V. 
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Proof. By the covering isotopy lemma [3,5], we may assume that there is an isotopy of 
M taking XI to X2 that fixes points outside a compact subset C of J-4. Assume that 
XI is 7rl-trivial at infinity in V and let A be a compact subset of M. Choose B to be 
a compact subset containing A U C so that loops in V - B are inessential in M - X1. 
Since the isotopy fixes V - B, it is clear that these loops are also inessential in M - X2. 
The proof in the other direction is similar. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let h!f = Nl## N2 be un end sum of irreducible 3-manifolds. If X is a 
compact connected subset oj’ NI that lies in a ball B of M, then X lies in a ball in NI. 
Proof. Let P be the properly-embedded plane N 1 - N1. Since B is piecewise-linear, 
we may suppose that X c Int B and Bd B n P consists of disjoint simple closed curves. 
The proof is by induction on the number of simple closed curves. Let J be an innermost 
simple closed curve in P. Then J bounds a disk D in P and two disks D1 and 02 
in Bd B. The 2-sphere D U DI bounds a 3-ball. If this 3-ball contains X, then by 
pushing D off P we get X in a 3-ball whose boundary intersects P in fewer simple 
closed curves than Bd B. If the 3-ball bounded by D U DI does not contain X, then 
there is an isotopy of M, fixing X, taking Bd B to D U D2. Hence, the ball bounded by 
D U 02 contains X and by a slight adjustment its boundary intersects P in fewer simple 
closed curves than Bd B. 0 
An isotopy naturally preserves the topology of the genus one Whitehead manifold 
construction. The next lemma, based on an idea of Kinoshita [8], categorizes the precise 
nature of the geometric linking which isotopy preserves as well. 
Lemma 3.4. Let Tl and T2 be solid tori in an irreducible manifold A4 so that T, c Int Tz, 
Tl is contractible in T2, Tl does not lie in a ball contained in T2, and T2 does not lie 
in a ball in M. !f D is a disk in h1 so that Bd D is a nontrivial curve in BdT2 and 
for which Int D n (Bd Tl U Bd T ) 2 consists qf disjoint simple closed curves, then D must 
meet BdTI in at least Tao nontrivial simple closed curves JI and .Jz so that neither lies 
in a disk bounded by the other in D. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that all the curves of Int D n BdT2 are 
trivial in BdT2. By the standard disk swapping techniques we may isotope D to get a 
new disk D’ with the same boundary that does not meet BdT2 in the interior of D’ and 
so that D’ meets BdTI in a subcollection of the simple closed curves of D f~ BdT, all 
of which are nontrivial in BdTl and fixed by the isotopy. The disk D’ cannot lie on the 
outside of T2 since T2 does not lie in a ball in M. Hence D’ is a meridional disk of T2. 
Since T, does not lie in a ball inside T2. D’ n Bd TI contains at least one nontrivial curve 
in Bd T, . Since Ti is contractible in T2 and does not lie in a ball of T2, there must be 
at least two nontrivial simple closed curves JI and 52 so that neither lies in the disk 
bounded by the other in D’. This can be seen by lifting D’ and TI to the universal cover 
of TZ and using linking theory. Thus JI and JZ are the required simple closed curves 
in D. 0 
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Lemma 3.5. Let M be an irreducible 3-manifold, P be a properly-embedded plane 
in M, and U = U Ti be an open subset of M that is homeomorphic to a genus one 
Whitehead manifold with Ti a defining sequence of solid tori. Then for each i, Ti can 
be isotoped off P by an isotopy of M. 
Proof. If Ti lies in a 3-ball of M, then we are done. We suppose that Ti does not lie in a 
3-ball of M. By general position we assume that Bd Tj intersects P in a finite collection 
of simple closed curves for each j. By Lemma 3.4 for sufficiently large j all of the 
simple closed curves in BdTj n P are trivial in BdTj. Assuming that this is the case, 
Bd Tj, and hence Ti which lies in Tj, can be isotoped off P by induction on the number 
of simple closed curves in BdT, n P. Let J be a simple closed curve of BdTj n P that 
is innermost in Bd Tj. Let Di and 02 be disks in Bd Tj and P, respectively bounded 
by J. The 2-sphere Di U LIZ bounds a 3-ball which can be used to isotope Di to 02 
by an isotopy of M that is fixed outside of small neighborhood of the 3-ball. Now by 
pushing 02 to the side of P we have accomplished our goal of reducing the number of 
simple closed curves in BdTj n P by an isotopy. q 
The above proof uses a standard technique in the study of 3-manifolds. In each stage 
of the induction, points outside a small neighborhood of the 3-ball need not be moved. 
Hence, we obtain the following addendum to the lemma which we state without proof. 
Addendum to Lemma 3.5. If K is a compact, connected subset of T, which does not 
lie in a 3-ball in M and so that K n P = 0, then K curt be left frwed by the isotopy. 
Lemma 3.6. Let K be a compact subset of a composite Whitehead manifold W = 
w, #WZ#..‘. If K is 7rl-trivial at inftnity in Wi for each i, then K lies in a 3-ball 
in W. 
Proof. Let U be the connecting ball for the decomposition WI # WZ #. . . . The compact 
set K meets at most finitely many of the Wi. Using the fact that K is 7ri-trivial at infinity 
in Wi for each i and the fact that each Wi is the union of nested eyebolts, we see that 
K lies in the interior of a cube with handles R satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) R n Wi is either empty or an eyebolt as described at the beginning of this section, 
(2) R n ?? is a 3-ball, 
(3) loops in Wi - Int R are inessential in W - K. 
From these conditions it follows that any loop in Bd R is inessential in W-K. Standard 
techniques using the Loop theorem [15] show that K lies in the interior of a compact 
manifold whose boundary is a 2-sphere, but the irreducibility of W shows that this 
manifold is a ball. 0 
As promised, we now establish that any homeomorphism h : W + W’ between com- 
posite Whitehead manifolds naturally induces a one-to-one correspondence @h : { Wi} + 
{ W,l} between the Whitehead manifold building blocks. 
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Lemma 3.7. Let W = WI # W2 #. . and W’ = W{ # Wi #. . . be composite Whitehead 
manifolds. For each homeomorphism h: W + W’ there is a well defined function @t, 
between {Wi} and { Wl}. We define @h(W%) to be the unique Wi so that h(T) can be 
ambiently isotoped into Wi for any torus T that is part of a defining sequence for the 
Whitehead marCfold Wi. 
Proof. Since T does not lie in a ball in W,, Lemma 3.3 shows that T does not lie in a 
ball in W. Therefore, h(T) does not lie in a ball in W’ and by Lemma 3.6 must not be 
rrt-trivial at infinity in some W,‘. By Lemma 3.5 h(T) can be isotoped off the properly- 
embedded plane ““5 - Wi = Pj. Since P,’ separates W’, the isotoped h(T) must lie 
in WJ or the complement of mi. But, by Lemma 3.2, the second case is impossible 
and we see that h(T) can be isotoped into Wi. Similarly by Lemma 3.2, h(T) cannot 
be isotoped into Win for m # j, for this would imply that h(T) is xi-trivial at infinity 
in MC:. Furthermore, it should be clear that the Wi is independent of the choice of T. 0 
Lemma 3.8. Let W = W, # W2 #. . ., W’ = Wl#Wi#..., and W” = Wy#Wi’#. 
be composite Whitehead manifolds. If f : W + W’ and g : W’ + W” are homeomor- 
phisms then Qs o @f = @aOf. 
Proof. Let T be a solid torus that is part of a defining sequence for the Whitehead 
manifold W,. Then f(T) can be isotoped into Wj where @f (Wi) = W,’ by an isotopy Ft 
of W’ where Fi (f(T)) IS a subset of Wi. Let T’ be a solid torus that is part of a defining 
sequence for r/l/;! that contains FI (f(T)). Then g(T’) can be isotoped into Wl where 
Qg(U;‘) = W[ by an isotopy Gt of W” where Gl(g(T’)) is a subset of Wt. The 
isotopy g o Ft o g-’ takes g(f(T)) into g(T’). The isotopy Gt takes g(T’) into Wl. 
Hence g(f(T)) can be isotoped into M’c and we see that Qy o @f = QgO,f. 0 
Theorem 3.9. Let W = WI # W2 #. . and W’ = W,’ # W,l#. . be composite Whitehead 
manifolds. For each homeomorphism h : W + W’ there is a well defined one-to-one 
correspondence @h, between { Wi} and { Wl} given by @h(Wi) equals the unique WJ’ 
so that h(T) can be isotoped into W,’ for any solid torus T that is part of a defining 
sequence for the Whitehead manifold Wi by an isotopy of W’. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 !Ph is well defined. To see that the function is one-to-one and onto 
we use Lemma 3.8 to note that both @ph o@h-l and CD/~_ 1 o @h are identity functions. 0 
Definition 3.10. If W = WI # Wz #. . is a composite Whitehead manifold and G is a 
group of homeomorphisms of W, we define a group action of G on {Wi}. For g E G, 
we set 9. Wi = ai,( 
4. Uncountably many composite Whitehead manifolds that are covering spaces 
For each sequence Q: = (oi) of positive integers we construct a specific Whitehead 
manifold W, so that W, = U T, so that T, goes 2ai times around Ti+l geometrically 
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and zero times algebraically. McMillan [l I] has shown that if Q and /? are sequences 
of distinct odd primes such that an infinite number of primes occur in Q which do not 
occur in ,8, then IV, and Wo are topologically different. We prove a related theorem for 
composite Whitehead manifolds that occur as nontrivial covering spaces. 
An open solid torus is a space homeomorphic to Int B2 x S’. For each sequence 
a = (a;) of positive integers we construct a 3-manifold V, to be an end sum between an 
open solid torus and IV,. The universal covering space of V, is denoted by V, and is seen 
to be a composite Whitehead manifold IV, # I&‘2 #. . . where each IV, is homeomorphic 
with W,. 
Theorem 4.1. Let Q = (ai) and ,O = (,&) be infinite sequences of distinct odd primes 
such that an infinite number of primes occur in cy which do not occur in /3. Then va and 
co are not homeomorphic. 
Proof. Let v, = WI # Wz #. . where each W, is homeomorphic with W, and co = 
W,‘# Wi #. . where each Wl is homeomorphic with Wp. Suppose h : v, + eo is a 
homeomorphism. We let WI = UT, and W/ = U Ti be defining sequences for the 
Whitehead manifolds WI and W[ so that Ti goes around Ti+l 2ctt times geometrically 
and zero times algebraically and Ti goes around Tl+, 2/?, times geometrically and zero 
times algebraically. We may assume by Theorem 3.9 that hk ’ (T:) lies in some Wi which, 
by renumbering if necessary, we let be WI. Since hh’ (T/) is compact it lies in some 
T, which in turn lies in some Tm+~ so that the geometric index of T, in T,+I, has an 
odd prime factor p not equal to pi for any i. Now h(T,+k) can be isotoped into W,’ by 
an isotopy Ht of VP. By the addendum to Lemma 3.5, we may assume that points in T( 
are fixed by the isotopy. Hence, we have 
T,’ c HI (h(G)) c HI (hG+lc)) c T;, 
for some value of n. But the geometric index of HI (h(T,,)) in Hl(h(T,+k)) is the 
same as the geometric index of T, in Tm+k which contains the odd prime factor p not 
equal to /3i for any i. But by Schubert’s lemma, the geometric index of T,’ in TA contains 
the factor p. a contradiction. So we see that there is no homeomorphism between c, 
and Vn. 0 
There are uncountably many sequences so that any two of these sequences satisfy the 
conditions in Theorem 4.1. So we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. There exist uncountably many composite Whitehead manifolds of the 
form v,. 
McMillan and Thickstun [ 121 have pointed out that since there are only countably many 
closed 3-manifolds, there can only be countably many contractible open 3-manifolds that 
cover closed 3-manifolds. This yields the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Uncountably many of the composite Whitehead mantfolds of the form c, 
do not cover closed manifolds, but they do nontrivially cover open manifolds. 
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We know that v, covers V,, but p, also covers many other manifolds. For example, 
?a covers an end sum of (M2 x Iw) with IV, where h1* is any closed 2-manifold except 
the 2-sphere or projective plane. 
5. Composite Whitehead manifolds as covering spaces 
In this section we construct a large class of composite Whitehead manifolds that, al- 
though not eventually rrt-injective at infinity, share many properties with simple White- 
head manifolds. In particular, they cannot be nontrivial covering spaces. Our techniques 
directly generalize those from [18]. 
We must modify the Ratchet lemma from [ 181 as follows. 
Lemma 5.1 (Special Ratchet lemma). Let N be an open man$old and V be un open 
subset of M so that V is eventually ~1-injective at infinity. Furthermore, suppose v, 
the closure of V, is u manifold with simply connected boundury. Let h: M + M be a 
homeomorphism with the property that for a core K of V, h(K) and h-‘(K) can be 
isotoped into V by an isotopy of M. Then there is a compact set L in M so that a 
loop y in M -- Uz_, hi(L) is inessential in III - K if and only if y is inessential in 
M - hi(K) for each i. 
Proof. By hypothesis there are isotopies of M that take h(K) and h-’ (K) to sets K+ 
and K-, respectively, which lie in V. Let T+ and T-, be the respective tracks of h(K) 
and h-’ (K) under these isotopies. Consider the compact set A = K+ U K U K- which 
lies in V. Since V is eventually 7rt-injective at infinity, there is a compact set B in 
V (A c B) so that loops in V - B which are inessential in V - K are also inessential 
in V - A. Note that since V has simply connected boundary, this also implies that loops 
in M - B which are inessential in Af - K are also inessential in M - A. Let L be the 
compact set T+ U T- U B. 
Now let y be a loop in hl - UK”=_, h”(L). If y is inessential in M - K, then y is 
inessential in M - A. Since K+ c A, y is inessential in M - K+. Now h(K) is isotopic 
to K+ by an isotopy so that the track of h(K) misses y. Hence, the Covering Isotopy 
Lemma [3,5] implies that y is inessential in A4 - h(K). So far we have shown that if y 
is inessential in M - K, then y is inessential in M - h(K). 
If y is inessential in M - h(K), then y is inessential in hl - h(A). Since K- c A, 
y is inessential in M - h(K-). Now K is isotopic to h(K-) by an isotopy so that the 
track of K misses y. As before, this implies that 7 is inessential in M - K. 
We have thus shown that y is inessential in M - K if and only if y is inessential 
in hl - h(K). The rest of the proof now follows by induction. 0 
We can use the Orbit lemma from [ 181 unchanged. 
Lemma 5.2 (Orbit lemma). Suppose W is an open contractible n-manifold, n 3 3. Let h 
be ct nontrivial homeomorphism of W onto itself so that the group G of homeomorphisms 
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generated by h acts without fixed points and properly discontinuously on W. If C is a 
compact subset of W, then loops of W can be homotoped off U,“=_, hi(C), the orbit 
of c. 
Furthermore, given a compact set A there is a bigger compact set B so that loops in 
W - B can be homotoped off the orbit of C by a homotopy that lies in W - A. 
Recall that a group G of homeomorphisms of a manifold W acts properly discontin- 
uously on W if for every compact subset K of W the set 
is finite. Recall also that a group acts without fixed points on a set if the only element 
having any fixed points is the identity element. 
Theorem 5.3. If G acts properly discontinuously without fixed points on a composite 
Whitehead manifold W = WI # Wz ##. . . , then G acts withoutfied points on { Wi}; i.e., 
ifgEG,andg#l,theng.Wi#Wiforeachi. 
Proof. Suppose that g E G and g. wk = wk. If g # 1, then g has infinite order [ 13,181. 
Let T be a solid torus in wk which is also a core. Thus, g(T) and g-‘(T) can both 
be isotoped into wk by an isotopy of W, and all the hypotheses of the Special Ratchet 
lemma are satisfied for the manifold W with open set wk and core T. 
Let L be the compact set promised by the Special Ratchet lemma. We now show 
that T is ni-trivial at infinity in wk. By the Orbit lemma there is a compact set A 
containing T so any loop y in W - A can be homotoped to a loop y’ in the complement 
of u:-, gi(L) by a homotopy that misses T. Now y’ is inessential in a compact 
subset D of W. Since the group G acts properly discontinuously and since g has infinite 
order, gi(T) must miss D for some value of i. So y’ is inessential in the complement 
of gi(T). Now the Special Ratchet lemma implies that y’ is inessential in W - T which 
in turn implies that y is inessential in W - T. Thus we see that T is 7ri-trivial at infinity 
in wk. 
Since T lies in wk, T is clearly 7rt -trivial at infinity in Wi for i # k. So T is rrt -trivial 
at infinity in Wi for each i. Theorem 3.6 implies that T lies in a ball of W. Lemma 3.3 
shows that T lies in a ball of W, which is a contradiction, and our theorem is proved. •I 
By carefully partitioning the primes, we obtain a main example of this section, a 
composite Whitehead manifold which only trivially covers itself. 
Theorem 5.4. Let W = W,cl) #W+) #. . . be a composite Whitehead manifold so that 
a(i) = (ai?) is a sequence of distinct odd primes and W,(i) is the Whitehead mantfold 
described in Section 4. Furthermore, suppose that for some k and any i # k an infinite 
number of primes occur in a(k) that do not occur in o(i). Then W cannot nontrivially 
cover any 3-mantfold. 
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Proof. Suppose that h is a covering translation of IV. By a proof similar to the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, we see that @,,(Wn(k)) = Wa(k). Theorem 5.3 implies that h equals the 
identity. 0 
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